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FOREWORD

"7

This As one. of a series of investigative guides on Social

tecurkty programs.

The npiaet of this publication is to provide the iffvestigator

a.general understanding of .the A o Families' With

Dependent Children (AFDC) program under Title IV-A of 4e Social

Security Act, whom it covers, how it is administered, hbw

individuals attempt to defraud the program, and what, experience

. his shown with respect to the investigation of. these fraudule'nt
1

activities,, The publication is also intended to be a reference
0

tool that will provide the investigator with insight into how

A
a

'4

staff of the Office of the Inspector General interact'with the

State and lOcal officials who administer the AFDC .program.
.-

't

Any comments .or qUestions concerning, the guide, or requests for
sk.

Oditional copiess, should be .directed to:

4.

y
,

Policy Coordtbation and Instructions' Staff

Headquarters Operations Division, OI, OIG

P.O. 9oi 17303

BalWorq, Maryland 21203

FTS 9347323.2

301-594-.3232

A -
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I.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Inceptions Scope of Program

)

Ti tle TV7A of thse Social Security Act (enact6d august 14,

.1935) established the Federal/State program which `is known as

the Aid to Families..With Dependent Children (AFDC) 'progra

Presentl, all 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam,

Puert'O Rico, and the Virgin Islands participate in the

program.

B. Number of Reci tents, Costs

4 The nule of individuals' receiving AFDC benefits for any

given month over the past several years has emained around

the 111 million figure. The cost If the program which is

funded with both Federal and State mollies has increased
1

through the years; hoi..rever, when one Compares it with the

increase.in,costi in other 'income and bealth maintenance

programs7, the increase in. AFDO costs has not been strikin.

This is at least partly, duce to `the fact thtt increases iin. thi'

AFDC benef}t amount are basically a State prerogatime,
4.

unlike, ,for example, those Fede'rallynadministfw'ed i400M,
#'

, A
'maintenance programS whidh are indexe1d to the cost of living'c

and are increased accordinglYi.

1 BLEST COPY AVAILABLE y °-
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Abput $13 billion in AFDC b..4efits were paid in 1984. The

'Federal share was about $7 billion, An additional $900

'million my Federal monies as used to cover' Federal, ttate,

and local administrative And training costs. \

C. Administration !2.1222.tiflaL2'2
,

%

The States are responsible for the day-to-day administration

of `the AFDC program. 'However, the Office of Family- .

Assistance (OFA) within the Soci.41 Security Administration

(SSA) is responsible for seeing to it that the Statesr
N

administer the AFDC program in accord with the provisions of
. !

the law (42 U.S.C. 601-675). OFA also issues, regulations in.

furtherance of thes4 laws. These regulations may be fo'und in

45 CFR, Part 201 et. seq.

19.,addition to these activities, OFA is responsible for
6

the overall well-being and orderly administration 'of, th'e

program. In this °regard, OFA assists the Stdtes. by

conducting studies, providing guidance and training, and
4

keeping the states informed about devel6pments the AFDC

are in general, e.g.,. inform11np States how other Stabes are
-ed

dealing-with' certainjequirements of the prograllp

1

a
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The AFDC law requires uniformity with reiaRect to ceitain

aspects4of the program; e.g., a,, State wishing to participate
.

.
!

in the AFDC program must provide in its State plan- that aid
,- c

under the program"will be available in all political,
4 i j.--Th

subdivisions of the ,State. Similarly, Ale State plan must
,

., ,

provicre for a single State agency to administer or supervise
,

.

the administrattion'of the program. Howe #er, once the State

,Meets thetba.sic ,criterra, the law, as well as the regulations

promulgated under that law, permits the.State substantial

,latitude in how the program `will be administere -fn the'.

State.

D. State and Local Law Enforcement

Thei-e is nothing in Title IV-A of the Social Security Act

requiting the States to.have a specific .invesVigative

+unit/component charged with enfoircing the provisions of the

AFDC l'aw. Hoi4ever, seZltion 402(a)(5) off` the Act 012 U.S.C.

602(0(5))/doeisrequire thitt State plans "provide suah

methods of administration...as are found by the Secretary to

be necessary for the proper and effici.enb operation of the

plan...." By regulation (45 .CFR 235.110), this .statutory
i

requirement has been expanded upon so as to require that a

Olan under title IV -A provide:

k, r
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"(a) That e State %agency w fish and maintaih:

(1) Methods, and criteria i enttfying situations in

which p qupstion'of fraud in the program may
, io

and

(2) PreceduresAevele.041g in cooperation with the State's

legal authorities rot referring to law enforcement
Mt.

officials situations in which there is valid reason
,

to suspect.' that fraUd has been practiced.
A

b

The definition of fyoud for purposes of this section will

determinl in accordance with State 'law.

(b) For methods of investigation of situations [inl whiCh

there is a questionof fraud, that.do not infringe on

4.

the ,Legal rights of persons involved and arse

consistent with the principles recognized" as ,

affording due process of law."

p
A

This regulation, while requiring the States to devdlop

procedures to detect, investigate and re-fer fraud cases to

State legal authorities, nonetheless gives States a great
N

deal of-latitude relative to-hok they will condOct theirA

activities to combat fraud withim.fte AFDC program.

Consequently, not only is there a wilt -vair-iance among the-

States as to how they are set up to detect, investigate and

'prosecute fraud eases, but there area'IsoIvariances-withip

ttST COPY AVAILABLE
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States, eipepially where the State agencymei-ely sApervises

the' administration of the program as opposed to administering-

In this regard, in some jurisdictions the welfare case worker

is also res15onsible for investikating the fraud aspects; in-,
1

others, .the worYer refers the case to an investigator; and in

still others, the case worker refersit 6 the _local police

of district attorney who will-then invImt).gate the case. In

sum, there is no standard'practice among the States vi sLa -vis

the investigation of AFDG..pases.

I

1

I

s

el.
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II. ELItImuy .STANDARDS.

A

Just as' the AFDC law.relpires the `States to meet c,ertain *

standards relative to how. the program must be. set up in the

State organizationally; it also: imposes certain minimal

standards relative to who might be eligiblefor benefits

under.the.program, 6.g., combined value of a famAly's

resources (ei'cruding-the hdme and an automobile with an

equity.val6e.of,$1,5°0 or lower at State option) must tze
,

,$1,00° or lOwer if State so determines. In determiningthe

amount of -a family's combined resources, the. provides

that the amauntri-s to' be reducedr-by any obligati:Otis or debts

with respect to such resources.

Since the eligibility standards (within these brodd *criteria)

vary. from State to:State, the ()I investigat"Or should contact

t he State or local agency administering the pr6gram whe'never

a qbestion of eligibility for AFDC is, at cssuet The basic

'idea the OI*investigator should' kee n mind is that the

prcigram is a peedss-:type program and, as such, allowable

income akid resources are minimal.

4c.
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B. .Who i. Covered b th AFDC Pro ram

The purpOsT of the AFDC program4s to encoUrage the care,of

depeddent children' in their own homesor/in the homes of
111

relatives. Under section 406 of the Social Security Act

dependent child is defilned as: /

r
"a needy child (1),who has'beenjeprived of parental

support or care by5,eason of death, continued absence
. .

from the home, or physical.or) ental incapaci y of a

Itparent, and who is living with his father, m her,

grandfather, grandmotherp'brother,hister, stepfather,

stepmother, stepbrother, stepsister, uncle, audit, first

cousin, nephew, or niece in a plaice,of residence

maintained by one or more of such relatives as his or

their./Own home, and (2) Who is (A) under the age of

eighteen, or (B) at the option of the State, under the

aged of nineteen and a full-time student in"a secondary

school .(or in th.equivalent level of vocational or

technical trtining) , if, beforhe attains .age nineteen,_

he may reasonably be expected to complete the program of

such secondary .school'(or.such training)...."

rio

.A child who is not living in the Dome of a parent or of one

of the relatives identified above doesnot quality for AFDC.

In suQh situations the State foster care program is the

1 source of support for the needy child.

_ BEST COPY
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AFDC on this ba-sis%

s'.k.74,V4P'..;"-rft:-w '"'-'7' '"'"' ' ,'"'"'"

ti

The States may at their option extend AFDC coverage to a

pregnant woman but only if it has been medically verified

that the,child is expected to be4born in the month of payment

or within the three following months. Similarly, the States

may also extend AFDC coverage to children deprived of support
_

kecause of the unemployment of a parent who is the Oincipal

wage earner. An of September 1983, 24 States were paying

1

V

b. v

.
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III. TYPES OP AFDC VIOLATIONS
4 .

r 4

Since the AFDC program and ofo Sup6leMental Uourity Income (SSI)
- ,

. program under Title XVI of the Social Security Act (42 u.s.r.

13a1-1385) are both needs-type progrims, many ,of the vtolAion3,4:

associated with these programs are similar, excess

resources, unreported inc.pme, unreported work activity, false

ideittity, etc.

While it is true in the AFDC program that, some- fraudulent
..

li;

statements, representat. and failures to report /concealments
. ,

are impossible to detect ough-systematic means, e.g., computer
.

. . .

interfaces andand that with t informants' many violation8 would gd

undetected., the States are becoming increasingly and successfully

engaged in computer Matching efforts to detect certain types of

violations. The following is a brief discussion of some of, the

more common types of violations and how the St4tes. attempt to
f

identify them.

A. Unre anted or Under-reported Income

t

As in thfSSI program, income may be, either earned, e.g:,

wages ;gun ned, e.g.; VA/SSA benefits, interest, dividends;

or .suppo in kind, e.g., 6ee rent. Since the assistance

erant is based upon the income of the family unit, the
/

unreported, ,income Of any member of the unit .or support

- 9 I. 3 N BESAPY

r'
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A

furnished by non-members may result in an overpayment or
-111

total ineligibility.

1. - Earned Income ti

Since October 1979,-State welfare agencies have been
.

required (by law) to use wage-informaeion cofitained An

4

State Employment Security Agency files or social security

files for p'urpo'ses of determining AFDC eligibility and

payment .amounts. Most States are complyipg with this law

by matching their AFDC rolls against the State wage

records rather than'the earnings infor:m4tion maintained

by SSA as the latter is not as current. Many States also "ks

routinely match their AFDC rolls against the UnemOoyyent
4. 4

Compensation benefit rolls and t,he,Workers' Compensation

rolls in',order to identify -income from thee sources and

possible unreported work activity.

2. -Unearned Income
ti

Unearned income, as noted earlier, takes many forms. One

form is in the nature of Social Security beneftts. Most.

Statts, conduct a match between their AFDC rolls and SSA's

-* payment rolls in order to detect the receipt of Social

securjty,bensefits. It Should be noted that while the
1

syStem can and does identify potential violations in this

10 - BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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.n6mner, the information is no good unless it filters down

to someone who 'is respusible for verifying the

informlition with the'ease'file.and the recipient. Often,
, qt

that:person is the eligibility worker. The OIG has

detected situations wherethe-State do no_t effectively

follow up on ihele thatches, often_hecUse-the matches are

listed on a long computer pi'intout and eligibility .

workers either do not have time to identify cases for

which they are responsible or can't decipher thp

information provided. To solve these problems, several

States have implemented procedures to ensure that matches

are investigated; and the Office of Pvogram Inspections,

OIG, is working on.instructio054.which will facilitate the

in,terpretation of the coded information which is prov"ided

on the computer lists of matches.

B. auL2121111f.12112.212.1.212.212112.2.1.

The concealment of assets which weed allowable limits 4ks a

common type of violation. Exeess assets mir take many

forms - -,real property and bank accounts are two examples. The

misrepresentation of assets is often made at the time of

application;'however, sometimes the asset comes into,

existence after the individual becomes eligible, e.g.,

through' inheritance.

1
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Excess assets. are difficult' to 'id'entify and usually come to

light 'through tips from outside sources. ,However, the State

.of Massachusett6, ip late 1980 conqucted a computer' mate

vdesigned to .detect hidden ekceg-s bank account balances of

public assistance recipients. The project was successful and

seve'al States have shown interest in conducting similar*
7

I)
.

types off' matches. .

. % 4

C. Misrejdresentation of family Unit,

Oa

The amount,of the AFDC benefit is halted upon the size'.of the

'family unit Ad th t particular needs of that unit. When the

size of theunit changes as where a child marries or goes to

live with another; the event must be reported. While the

departure of a child or the return of ,an absent parent are
4

probably the most common events affecting the size of the

uniA and eligibility, it is not uncommon for individuals to

file for, AFDCbenefits'on behalf of fictitious chriOren.

Thes ases generallyeinvoilve situations where a birth or
06

1

baptisMal certificate has been altered or forged. Both

Project Miising Kids and Project Birthdate (see Chapter VII)

sought ta identify cases where benefits were being paid to

fictitious children.

v.

4 4
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D. DGplidateMultiple

S

q

.Un4ke,the SSI program where it is not pos'sible for an

individual to'be-receiving multi\pie SSI benefits under the r.-'.

same name and social security number (SSN),.this,sometiMes!,,

occurs in the AFDC program. It may occur.wheN4an individual

files.for AFDC benefits in more thaw one county yithin the

same State or when an individual ,files for beilefitS)in more

than one State. Many Statds.are identifying ttles'e situations
(

before multiple benefitsoare paid, by pre-Screening. This

involves a,comparison of the apiplicant's SSN prins the case

record and SSN numbers of current AFDC recipients. While

this is being done'more often on an intra-State basis, i.e:,

among the various cOunties within a State, i't\s also being

conducted on an inter-State basis. t

BEST QOPY AVAILABLE



IV. ROLE OF,THt OIG WITH RESPECT TO THE AFDC PROGRAM

'7'

The Inspector General has the duty and responsibility to.

supervise; coordinate, and provide policy direction' for auditing

and investigative activitiep relating to pro rams and operations

of the'Depar'tment. It is also the 'responsibility of the

Inspector General to conduct, supervise, or coordinate

relationships between the Department and other State and local

agencies with respect to the prevention and'detection of fraud

and abuse in programs administered or financed by the Department,

including the identification and prosecution of participants in

such fraud and abuse.

4

Since the AFDC program is an HHS prograM, the Inspector General

does have a responsibility toward it; however, since it is a

State-administered program and the law does provide the States

with a degree of latitude'in formulating policies and procedures

to implement the program, the OIG has generally limited, its role .

to that of providinetechnical assistance to. State and local

investigative organizations' and local.welfare agennies.. This

technical 'assistance has included:

.

. The development of fraud'Prevention-computer screens.

No/

. Pilot projects to identify high --pro lability. fraud targets..,
V.

* - 14
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'

. Investigetive and prosecutive support systems, e.g.1 th'e

AFDC States Benefioject see Chap in VII).

.1F A

The b105 has, als6 cooperated with State and%J.ocal:AFDC agencies in

the testing and refining of their fraud prevention an detection
,

systems. This,role ha's, allowed the OIG, and more particularly
I Ithe OIG Office of.InveOlgations (0I),.to develop projeftis and

identify'- large numbers of pOtentiil.fradd castis without straining
t

01's investigative resources or infylnging on the jurisdiction of

State rand local authorities.

Chapter VII contains a listing of some of the OIG activities

involOing the AFDC program. -

3

\ '
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V: OLIVIESTICATOR'INVOLV.EMENT IN AFDC CAS SS

OI investigatof involvement in AFDC program matters generally

involVes the,following.sipuations4-.
:06

'

A. AFDC. Violation Only

9

The AFDCJ)eogram is a needs-type progrilm, so benefits
°

received from other chsh benefit programs bear on the AFC

benefit amount. As a result, AFDC investigators often peed

information contairied in SSA records for purposes' of

verifying. an SSN oT for-purposes of determining whether (and

in what amount) SSA is paying a benefit to.an recipient.

The AFDC States. Benefit project (see Chapter VII and' Appendix

A) is designed to handle these types of requests. Should it

be"determined that benefits are being paid, a certified

extract of benefit payments and/or photocopies of the checks,

can also be provided under the AFDC States Benefit Project.

The thrust of the AFDC investigation in these situations is

usuatly to establish that the individual was receiving

payments under a program administered by SSA and failed to

report the payments, to the State or local AFDC agency

BESf COPit AVAILABLE
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B. Joint Violations

t

ft

Joint violations, cases involve situations where a pos-sible

violation of the. AFDC and an SSA-administeNdjrogram exists.

The mogt common Situation of this type is where the AFDC

,recipient has used an asN.not assigned to him/her, or one

that was'obOained on the asiS of false informatiOr This

situation rarel-dPesults in the OI investigator seeking

Federal prosecution of_tile.SSN violation, as it ts. more

cost- effective from an investfkOtive resources standpoint to

let the State Handle the matter. In a situation,of this types

)
the OI investigator generally limits his/her invollement to

that of helping the AFDC investigator establish that the 'SSN

used was not assigned.to the\individusl or that it .was

obtained fraudulWly.

The exception to this general rule is,where the facts show

that SSN's are being used fraudulently .as a part of a major

scheme to defraud the AFDC program, e.g., where State AFDC

employees are establishing fnhudulent AFOC:olaims. In these

situations, the 0I'Irltigator should consider the

.possibility of pursuing criminal prosecution in the Federal

courts under 42 U.SfC, 408 or o_tpir. felony statutes. 0I .has

obtained successful prosecutions in these types of cases.

One of the ;arguments the 01, investigator may wise to make to

a U.S. attorney in seeking Federal prosecution. is that the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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misbse of the, SSN's did result in a monetary Toss td the

Federal government since the AFDC prOgram is funded with

Federal monies.

T

In addition tO these types of -SSN-related joint

inwestigations,.,the OI investigator may become involved im

Joint violatiori,cases that involve a loss Of funds from both

programs. The following are a few examples of these types of

cases:

. An OI investigation of ,allegations that a recipient of \'

'Disability Insurance (DI) or Supplemental Security Income,

(SSI) payments under the Social Security Act is working

discloses, that the subjedt is also receiving AFDC benefits

for herself and her children (or just for her children),
I-

and that earnings Kave'not'beeri reported to SSA or AFDC

authorities.

. A woman is Teceiving.SSI benefits for herself and AFDC

benefits for her children. An AFDC investigator discovers

that the recipient's husband is not only living; in the

houSeholdIbut is also working. Since the income of the

husband is deemable to the SSI recipient under' the SSI

program, and his income is also material to AFDC benefits

being received on behalf of the children, the possibility

of a joint violation exists.

- 18
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Same Situation as above except that ore of the childrA

(instead pf the wife) is the S4/recipient. The income of

the fatfier is material to eligibAlity/benefit amounts in

both programs.

C. OI Involvement in Ma or AFDC Schemes.

r.

Aws,previously indicated, the iyirstigation of AFDC violations

is generally left to the aLate and local investigators who

have prim jurisdiction over these cases. *CH involvement

is generally limited to assisting the AFDC investigator in

his /her .efforts tQ establish the AFDC viokatiort, In those

instances yhere thelre is ,a joint violation, the OI

investigator may or may not get .involved in a joint

investigation with the object-i :mind of securing Federal

prose4tion of the violations connected with the

SSA-administered program.

Situations do,-arise, however, where the OI investigator

becomes involved in'' AFDC investigations which are Primarily,

if 'not solely, AFDC in nature. For example:

County Employee Violations.

It is not uncommon Mr, an OI investigator to become involved

in AFI5C employee fraud situations deteCted.initially by the

gtate)i'Jocal authorities. 'A perfect case in point is where

19 23 BESTCOPYAVAit.nbLL
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/)
certain AFDC County .employees were sweated of establishing

.

fraudulent AFDC claims. TJWttate ager4Y, not fteling it toad

the resources to conduct the inI&AptgAtion, requested the

assistance of the EFLbwh chimturn're9.uested 01 assistance.

Apart from the criminainvestigatilibn, l'is alSo looking
(

into h7w th.e)ccheme wa accomplished from a systems

per-spective. Once oue&tionf are 'answered as to what

program/system vul erabilities-exist'and how they can be

corrected, consider.ption will be given to conducting .19 study
'

to determine to what extent the same problems may exist in

:I?other FDF offices.

,"Welfare Queens"

The OI investigator also often gets involbed in those

"Welfare Queen" cases which periodically surface. These

cases always involve the, social security number (SSN)

issuance process and/or the SSN cardS themselves, and

frequently also' involve the SF program. These types ofA.

cases are,usually worked jointly with the State AFDC agency

and other State and Federal lavi enforcemencofficials who are

inttrested in determining whether the individual also

defrauded their program, Food Stamps, Medi-caid,

Unemployment, Workers' Compensation, State and Federal tax

etc.
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D. OI Coordination with Federal State and Local L

Enforcement Officials

As noted earlier, the OI investigator, while investigating an

-SSA matter, will sometimes encounter possible violations of

the AFDC program. When this occurs, the investigator should

advise the officials responsible for investigating the AFDC'

violation of his/her findings and, to the extent indicated

and practical, coordinate the investigation of the respective

violations. Often these situations will al involve

violations of other programs, e.g., Food Stamp, HUD, LIEAP,

Medicaid, etc., and contact should also be made with

officials of these programs.

Experience has shown-that the prosecutive potential of an

AFDC Poise is enhanced when the broad implications, i.e.* loss

. to other programs, is also substantiated.. This is true
4.

regardless of whether the prosecution is being sought in a
i

State or Federal court. tEvidence ofthis is found in'the_
!

90followi xcerpt of a letter'4from a county prosecutor to an
*

OI unit, concerning a joint investigation where the

individuals ere indicted for AFDC fraud and conspiracy to

obtain money by falSe pretenses,from SSA.
. _.

"I wish to thank you for your cooperation regarding this

matter. The information you provided pertaining to the

fraud perpetrated by 'the defendants upon the Soci4l

Security Administration strengthened the case..:.the

.2s5
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sentenf4ng judge was aware of the fact that the

defendants had fraudulently obtaine0 $72,05.16 from the

.....County...and an additional $28,746.38 tram-the Social

Security Administraon: I'm *sure that the total amount:-

of fraud involved, and the fact that the- defendants
.

simurtameously defrauded two governmental agencies, leld
, i .,

, to the imposition of a custddial sentence. .Thenefort,
, A

t

the information which you,providtrd greatly contributed'
$ r I ,

.
the the final outcome of this matter.,

t
-

"This was an excellentse,xample Of-how two. governmental.'

agencies could work together effectively in the
A

investigation and prosecution of a criminal case."
4

7
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VI.' CRIMINALZTATUTES .

a

4.- State and Local Prosecution

-Congress has not requilkel the States to enactta uniform

statute for AFDC fraud n r has 0:ingress r ired the ,States

# to enact ftate statutes (of their own destgn),specifically

addressing AFDC fr'aud. The result is- that where some 'States

have enacted statutes,specifiCally addressing AFDC fraud,

others prosecute under general welfare fraud statutes, and

still otheri prosecute under general statutes which cover

fraud, larceny, false pretenses, etc. This variance among

the States relative to the statutes under which prosecution

TIS, brought in AFDC cages does, not appear tot' be 'a problem from
1

the piwpective of getting such cases prOseceuted.

8. Federal Prosecution

While the statutes that establish many Social Security -Act
4

programs contain criminal penalty provtsions applying
41i

does not. Consequently, whefi 'prosecution of an AFDC fraud is

sought in a Federal court, Federal criminal statutes not

specifically designed for AFDC fraUdThiust be relied upon.

23
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.41A.As noted earlier, the SSN viotatioh provisions under 4e

U.S.C. 408(0. and (g) are applicable in many AFDC fraud

prosecutions; however, prosecution is generally sought under

the ro/lowing provisions or.Title 181pf4the US. Code:

1. 18'U.S.C% 1001 - Statements or entriet Eenenally

la

I

rh'is statute which applies to false statements has been

s.uccessfully relied upon to obtain COnvictijis in AFDC

eases where fraudOlent statements were made in

applications for AFDC benefits. The language of the

statute is as fellows:

e

"Whoever, in any matter Within the jurisdiction of

any department or agency of the. United States

knowingly and willfully falsifies, conceals or covers

up by any a-*`materialschemb, or device -111aterial. fact.or.

makes any .false, fictitious or fraudulent.srtatementa

or representations, pr makes or uses any false

writing, or ddcument knowing the same to contain any

false, fictitious or fraudulent-statement or entry,

shall be fined ,not more tall $10,000 or imprisoned

not more than five years, or both,"

The two majoredeiense arguments against the applicabili6v

of the statute -are:

- 24 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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. Because the program was operated by the State and

because there was no reference to any Federal

involvement on any of the forms which were 'prepared

(application or redetermination forms) or on the
j

benefit checks which were received, any fraud which may

have been perpetrated was not "within the jOrisdiction

of any department or agency of 'the United States.,

. In order to obtain a conviction under 18,U.S.C. 1001,

the government must prove that, the person Committing

the fraud did so'with knowledge that the fraudulent

statement would affect Federal funds.

The Courts. have rejected these arguments by finding that':

Where a defendant, in an AFDC application, 'falsifies

eligibility information, the defendant'directly affects

the right of the Stat4`to participate in a Federeal

program and to obtain its share of Federal reimburse-

ment monies. Therefore, such conduct comes vithin the

statute prohibiting the making of false statements

withih the jurisdiction of a department or agency of

the United States. (18- U.S.C.A. Section 1001.)

A defendant's knowledge of Feddra.kinvolvement is not

an element of' the crime of making false statemeqs

within_the jurisdiction Of a department or agency of

the United States.

9
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cSeeinited States v. Lewis, 587 F.2d 854 (6th Cir. 1978)

and United States v. Stanford, 589 F,2d 285 (7th Cir.

1978).)

2. 18 U.S.C. 641 - Public moneyt_property or records

Prosecution of an AFDC fraud may also be sought under 18
4

O.S.C. 641 on the theory that the Federal government "

maintains ,a property interest in the AFDC funds. The

language of this statute is as follows:

4

%,

p

"Whoever embezzles, steals, purloins, or knowingly

converts to his use or the use' of another, or without

authority, selli, conveys or disposes of any reloord,

vouCher, money, or 'thing of value .of the United

States oriof any department or agency thereof, or any
4

property made or being made under contract for the

United States or any departmen% of agency thereof; or

Whoever receives, conceals, or retains the same with

intent to convert it to his use or gain, knowing it
.1

to have ::been embezzled, storen, purloined or
' I

converted--

Shall be fined not more than $-10,000 or imprisoned

not more than ten years, or both; but if the value of
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e.

,such property does not exceed the sum of $100, he

shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not

more than one year, or both."

One of the common defense arguments agaihst the

applicability of this statute is that 'the funds which

have been converted or stolen do not fall within the

statutory phrase "money, or thing of value of the' United

States." 'The defense will often try to buttress. this

argument by pointing out that the AFDC check was not even

a Treasury check. This argument can be defeated by

showing the interrelationship between the Federal and

State government in the AFDC program and the interest of

the Federill goyernment in seeing 'to it that Federal 'funds..

are disbdrSed properly.

9

34 Section 1341 Frauds and swindles

Another Federal statute which has been successfully

relied upon to'obt'ain convictions in AFDC cases is the

Mail fraud Statute. The language of thAt statute is as

follows:
A

4"

s

"Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any

scheme or artifioe to defraud, or for obtaining money1

or property by means, of false or fraudulent

pretenses, representations,or promiAes, or to sell, 1
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.

dispose of, loan, exchange, alter, give away,

distribute, supply, or furnish or procure for

unlawful use any counterfeit or spurious coin,

,obligation, security, or other article, or anything

reprented to be or intimated or held out to be such

counterfeit or spurious article, for the purpose of

executing such scheme of artifice ,or attempting so to,

do laces in any post office or authorized

depository for mail matter, any matter or thing_

whatev,ersto be sent or delivered by the Post Office

Department, or takes or receives therefrom, any such

matter or thing, or knowingly causes to be delivered

by mail according to the direction thereon, or at the

place at which it is directed to be delivered by the

person, to whom it is addressed, \any such matter or

thing, shall be finpd not more than $1,000 or

imprisoned not more than five years, or both."

A common defense argument against the use of this statute

is that the defendants did not themselves use the mail§,

i.e., the false representations of eligibility for AFDC

benef ) is were made durling personal intervielp. Court

decisions have held that clue 'ion element of mail fraud

requires,only the commission ofiiin act with knowledge

that use of. mail.will follow in the ordinary course of

business, or when the use can reasonably be foreseen,'

even though not actually intended..
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(See United States v. Stanford, 589 F.2d 285 (7th.Cir.

1978).)

Section 71 - Con irao to comma offense o to .defraud

United States.

When there is evidence that more than one individual is

involved in a scheme that could constitute a violhtion of

one of the substantive offenses described above, the:

,government will often charge the individuals under a

conspiracy statute. ThelIanguage of the one most,

2ommonly used is as follows:

"If two or more persons conspire etther to commit any

offense against the phited States, or to defraud the

United St8Ptes, or any agency' therecifs in any manner or

for Any purpose and one or .more such 'persons do

any act to,effect the object of the conspiracy, each

shall be fined not more than $10, 00 or imprisoned,

''not more than rive years, or both.

1

"If, however, the offense, the g mission of which is

the object of the conspiracy, is,a misdemeanor only,

the punishment fur suchcenspira yfthall not exceed

the maximum:putiishment provided for such

misdemeanor."' 4
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VII. OIG PROJECTS AND STUDIES

The following describe; some of the AFDC projeOks and studies

that the OIG has either conducted orhas otherwise been directly

involved with. The list is not all,, inclusive and is intended

solely to give a general idea or the range of OIG interests. It

shoiald also be noted that while the OIG Office of Investigations
.1

has been involved in many of these projects becauSe of its
I

investigative-responsibility, some of the projects have been

devised and programmed by the OIG Office of Audit. Similarly,

the OIG Office of t'rogram Inspections" has also significantly

participated in this area.

I'
A. Project Match

4

This project involved the computer match of Federal employee

rolls with AFDC benefit rolls. it represented the OIG's

initial broad effort to detect and combat AFDC fraud and

established a precedent for large scale Federal/State

matching. A great deal was learnid aboutthe Federal

requirements which must be met before a match can be

undertaken and about the criteria that should be selected and

included in the design of a program being created to identify

possible fraud cases.

- 30-
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B. Connecticut AlleA Benefit Pro eat

1

This project, which was conduaW with other Federal law

enforcement agencies, was intended primarily to identify

aliens.who had falsified information in order to obtain
A

student loans. As part (it the investigation, 01 reviewed a

list of SSN's Used to obtain'these.student loans. When OI

identified an improper or invalid SSN, a check was made 4a
determine if other Federal or State benefits were being paid

0

under the SSN: In 36 percent of the convicttidns,obtained to

date, the indictment also charged the individual with an AFDC

viol4tion.

C. .Project_Missing Kids.

This project, which was first codducted in Connecticut,

matched AFDC,records against school attendance records, vital
A

statistics records and Medicaid records. The objec of the

-

match was to 'detect fictitious children on the AFDC rolls.
k

Several convictions have been obtained, and additional cases

are pending. Based upon the success"of this match, the State

Of New Hampshire opted to conduct a similar match involving

its AFDC rolls. State investigators are reviewing 'hundreds .

of cases resulting from that match.
a

- 31
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D. Project,Sonoma

This was an. experimental project done by OIG investigative

staff with the Sonoma County, California Mellrare Department

and State Fraud Prevention Bureau. It concentrated on the

-AFDC program with ple Objective of identifying suspect cases

where children in the eamily reeeivih aid were under 5 year's

old. Based on previous cages, a basic profile was creat94 i':---

that iimulAtes a case likely to have fraud associated with

it. The parameters used in the profile were computerized.

The output' was a list of AFDC cases.for further

investigation. These cases were subsequently. investigated by

California authorities.

E. AFDC States Benefit Pro t (Project Sacramento)

Once called "Project Sacramerp," the AFDC States Benefit

Project was. initiated by OI in Sacramento, California, in

1-980, to .respond 'to State and county"prosecution needs to

quickly obtiintcopie of Treasury ctie)ks and extract's of SSA

payment records for 1ise in AFDC prosecVons. Because of the

success of the project, OI became the national focal point

for requests for such data in welfare' fraud cases.

4
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A

Project operations have since been relocated to Baltimore and

renamed the "AFDC States Benefit Project,." Appendix A is an

extract from the AFDC States Benefit Project user's manual.

It describes the,purpose of the project and how one may

request service from the project. The forms which are

referred to in the text of the user's manual can be supplied

by the OIG regional project agents, as shown in Appendix A.

10/

F. Invent", ofs121222n24PsMRLatlite_Iftslnelau

E

the OIG has published an inventory of-State matching

activities involving the AFDC program. The inventory

identifies, .as of Octobet. 1982, computer matching sprogram

conducted by yStates with State labor agencies, the Social

Security Administration and other public and private

agencies. In addition; the inventory showsAhe use, on al

I

State-by-State basis, of:

. Front-end matching to verify eligibility.

I

. Interjurisdictional matches between'Stateso

. Intrajurisdictional MatcheA within States.



Tolfacilitate information sharing, each match description

also identifies a contact person for additional information.

'This inventory has been broadly distributed withimOIG and

the State AFDC agencies; additional copies may be obtained

through the OIG Office of Program Inspections.

G. Standardized Formats for Com uter Matching

The OIG is working' with seven States and the District of

Clumbia to pilot test the implementation of standardized

computer matching formats. The use of standardiZed formats

is expected to-:

Reduce the de ree of intrusion into personal records.

e Lead to significant savings in the elimination of costs

associated with developing computer software for matching

purposes.

. Reduce thelmount-of time it takes to conduct a matching -
lw

operation.

iN
Redube the numbei:,of cases in which follow-up investigation

is necessary, by refining matching criteria.,

- 34- 38
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H. Project Birthdate

This project, which involves a program OIG offered to States,

has been conducted in several States with good results.

Under the project, the computer scans the AFDC rolls and

looks for families having two or more recipients with

identical birth dates. The following ar,e some of the types

of situations that are detected under thisproject.

. Mother and father ( booth receiving AFDC payments as head.of

different families) claiming the same dependent children.

. Mother and gr'endmother (both receiving AFDC payments as

head of different families) claiming the same dependent

children.

. Ficticious bit.th'certificates for.non-existent.dependent,

children.

`r.t. - 35 -39
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AFDC STATES BENEFIT PROJECT
USER'S MANUAL

"

t

APPENQIX A
lt

I. PURPOSE: The AFDC States Benefit Project was established by
Richard P. Kusserow, Inspector General of the Department of
Health and Human Services, to assist State and local agencies in
the detection and prosecution of fraud against Federal/State
incothe maintvnance and benefit programs. It provides a simple,
and expeditious way for State and local investigators and
prosecutors to obtain information about benefits paid under
Titles II. and XVI of the Sacial Security Act, Title II benefits
include Retirement, Survivors, Disability,. and Black Lung
benefits; Title XVI is the Supplemental Security Income program.

II. WHO MAY USE THIS SERVICE: State and local agencies involved4 in tneMestlgation and Prosecution of fraud against Federal,
State and local income maintenance, medical assistance, and
welfare pebgrams may use the services .of the -,AFDC States Benefit
Project.to obtain the information described below from the
records of the Social Security Administration end the Treasury
Department. Agencies that uped this service before January 1,
1983 are assumedto be authorized users, and may continue toouse
the service.

1Agencies that have not previously used these serv'ices should
submit a written request to the Regional Prolect Agent for their
region (see Paragraph VII and Attachment 1 for addresses, and.
regional jurisdictions of the Regional Project Agents),,
indicating the'pri6gram(s) for which the agency is responsible and
the legal authority under which they agency operates.

III. AUTHORIZED USES OF INFORMATION: Information obtained from
Social ecui-1.6.TaillirsMaraiiand Treasury. Department records
through the AFDC States Benefit Project may be used only in
connection with the' investigation and prosecution of fraud
against Federal, State and local income maintenance, medical
assistance, and welfare programs. Requests for this information
for Other purposep, such as investigations or prosec-utions of. .

violations of other laws or statutes, must be denied. This .

service is not available to law enforcement agencies not engaged
in the 'investigation or prosecution of violations of benefit
programs.

IV. TYPES OF 1INFORMATION AVAILABLE: State and local agencies
may obtain information concern accuracy of social security
numbers provided by applicants for benefits, eligibility for and
payment of benefits under Title II and XVI of the Social Security
Act, and the issuance of Title II and KVI benefit chetks by the
Treasury Department.

/
A. Sta e Verification of the Accurac o Social Securiat

Number . e a es :en'e ro ec w 'prov e.

ormation from SSA's records to. verify w ether the social
security number (SSN) provided by'ah .applXcant for State or local
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income maintenance or medical assistance benefits is the number
issued to thatt,individual. The Project wild notify the
requesting agency that the ease and number provided do or do not
match with SSA's enumeration records. The"Project cannot provide
'a name to match a number or a number to match a name. The
requester must.provide bot the name and. the SSN which are to be
verified.

=46*.

B. Benefit Pa ment Extracts. Where the applicant for or
-recipien, o a e an oca enefitS is also receiving Title II
or Title XVI bentlfits from theSocialSecurity AdMinistration,-
the Project can provide-certified ,extracts of the benefits paid,'
to that individual and members of his/her family .who are
receiving benefits: these extracts will show the date that the
beneficiary became ent4tled to benefits, the months for which
berrefits were paid; and the amount of benefits paid.'

Photocopies of Benefit Checks,. If there is a Weed to, ,

prove that state.67TB751 welrare applicant or recipient also
actually received and negotiated benefit check(s), the Project
can request and' provide certified photocopies of Title II and XVI
benefit checks issued by the- Treasury Department. Check .copy
requests prelimited-to 3 chocks per,icalendar year and p.maximum,
of 18 cheqks per cztse'. CoPies of checks should P.Q. be' requested
for any period beyond the statute of limitations'o6 prosecutions
(normally 5 year's.)

,

o

V. HOW TO REQUEST SERVICE:' The form to use to request services
from theV1-OTeaITTIMaed (Attachment 2). This forth should be
reproduced loc'ally, signed by the requestin official, aid 'mailed
directly to:

AFDC States Benefit Project Manager
OI, OIG, HHS
P.O: Box 21024
Baltimore, MDA-21228

A separate request- form should be used. fordeach case or each
request. Project .services may be requested' sequentially (e.g.',
first request .SSN vet.ification; upon receiving verification,
request a certified benefits extract; and upon receiving the 'I

extract, request check photOcopie$), or all needed servicea may
bq requested at the same time on the same form.

VI. CASE COMPLETION REPORT: Each requesting agency will be I

required to a report to the AFDC States Renetit.P.roject
upon- completion of their action on the' case, summarizing the
results achieved on the ease. This report should be submitte on
Project Form' BS attached (Attachment 3). This information
necessary to allow the Office of the Inspector General to
evaluate the results and improve the benefits of this service.'
Receipt of a oompleted.form 8-S will also permit the Project to
discontiue efforts on ,a ease where violations aspects are' closed
while requests to the Project .arc pending, _.
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VII. ROLE OF THE REGIONAL PROJECT AGENT: A Re);ional Project
Agent ( M) as seen es gna ;s or eac of the 10 geographic ,

regions of the Department of filth and Hunian Services to serve

i
as the primary, point of contact between the Project an the State
and local agencies in that region.. The addresses, tel hone
numbers, and geographic jurisdictions of the'RPA's _are listed on
Attachment 1. While requests for service wil-1 be mailed directly
to the Baltimore address,-and reSponSes will be mailed directly
back to the requester, all other. contacts with the Project should

-be made through the RPA, The RPA wigll: 'I

a
A. A/rove requests to use the Project's services by

agencies t at have not previously used it.

B. Provide advice and guidance-to State and local agencies
concerning the services available, what type of information to
request to successfully pursue a case, how to request that
information, and how to interpret the information received from
the Project', Including how to read computer printoutS that may be
provided.

C. Answer inquiries from requesting agencies concerning the
status of requests that have been submitted.

VIII. STATUS REPORTS ON PENDING REQUESTS: All inquiries
concerning the status of requests for information submitted to
the Project should 6e made to the Regional Project Agent. The
Project will not'routinely acknowledge receipt of a request;
requesting agencies may send their requests by certified mail, ,

return receipt requested, if a guarantee is needed that the
request has been received. Requesting agencies should allow
efficient time to proces4 and respond to the request before
asking for the status of the request. Requesters should allow at
least 4 weeks for verifications of SSN's, 6 weeks for certified
b"knefit extracts, and 8 weeks for photocopies of cheeks.

IX. EXPEDITED SERVICE: The. Project may be able. to expedite SSW
verifications and certified benefit extraets,in those situations
where the base is scheduled for trial in the immediate future.
If expedited service is required, the RVA should be notified so
that'he/she may alert the Project Manager that the request is
coming and,provide the -subjedt's SgN, name, and the time 'period
for which a certified extract is needed. The request form should
specify the schedUled trial date, and should be sent by empress
mail to the Project Manager at the address give above.

There is no procedure at. this time for obtaining expedited
certified check photocobles. t

X. EXPERT WITNESSES: The Project will.attempt to provide expert
witnesseS when testimony is required to introduce docuMents as
-evidence. Arwritten request fon an expert witness should be

-Mailed., to the ProjecrsiMpnAger well in advance of the scheduled
trial'date. The requelt should specify the document'for which
testimony is required:
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Department of Health andHuman Services
Office of Inspector General

OI, AFDC States. Benefit Project
, P.O. Box 21024

Baltimore, Mary and 21228

1

There is an AFDC Regional. Project Agent (RPA) in each Fedeeal Region. They
can provide information and assist in obtaining information from the
Project.

Federal Region

Region Connecticut,
I chusett, Ne

dine, Massa-
Hampshire,

Rhode Island, Vermont

Region New Yorky New Jersey,
II Puerto Rico

Region Delaware, District of
III Columbia, Maryland,

Pennsylvania, Virginia,
West Virginia

Reg ion

V
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Keppcky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee

Region Illinois, Michigan, OhiO, Room 1160
V Wisconsin, Indiana, 175 W. Jackslon 8

Minnesotd Chicago, IL 60

pegymal. Project Agent Telephone

00 Box 8767 P 0
JFK Station
Boston, MA 02

. (617) 223-1477
FTS 8,223-1477

114

PO Box 3209
Church Street Station
New York, NY 10008

.00"Box 8269

Philadelphia, PA 19101

PO 'Box 1761

Atlanta, GA 30301

Region Arkansas, Louisiana, New
VI Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas

Region Iowa, Kansas, MiSsouri,
VII Nebraska

Region Colorado, Montana', North
VIII Dakota, South Dakota,

Utah, Wyoming

Region Arizona, California,
IX Haw4ii, Nevada, Guam

N. Mariana Islands,

1200\Mbin
Roem'1635
Dallas

PO

(212) 264-7173
FTS 8-264-7173
OR 2611 -8270

(215) 596-1393
FTS 8-596-1391

(404) ?1-2556
-242-2556

(312) 353-8203
FTS 8-35-8293

T. er Bldg. (214) 767-3423
'FTS 8-729-3423

75202 Ak

26488 (816) 374-3811
Ka as City, MQ 64196 FTS 8-758-3811

Box 2692 (303) 844-5357
Denver, CO 80201 FTS 8-564-5357

Region-Alaska, Idaho, gregoh,
X Washington

Pit) Box 42516 (k15) 556-6937
San Francisco, CA 94101 FTS 8556-6937

.

2901 Third Avenue
Mail Stop 211
Seattle, WA 98121

43

(206) 399-6478
FTS 8-399-0478
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